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ONE WINEDRINKER'S OPINION 
To Decant or Not to Decant? 

Sediment in a glass of line wine is like a kazoo in a 
string quartet- a shattering of the ambiance! 

I am continually amdl'ed at the lack of understanding 
of decanting, and its importance, by wine drinkers in 
general and restaurateurs in particular. The latter, or 
their representatives, are usually dismally ignorant of 
the importance of transferring the wine from the bottle 
to the glass minus sediment. How often has the waiter 
brought a bottle of wine to your table, thoroughly 
shaken, as though he were delivering oll a nd vineger 
salad dressing? Or, approached your table with the 
wine tenderly cradled in his hands, displaying the label 
for inspection, then slamming the bottle to the table 
and beginning a wrestling match with the bottle in the 
process of removing the cork, thus thoroughly dispers· 
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ing the sediment throughout the wine . Such efforts are 
hardly amusing, yet they are repeated over and over 
again, even in the best places. As an example, we 
recently dined at the three star restaurant of Jean and 
Pierre Troisgros in Roanne. The restaurant has an 
excellent wine list. We enjoyed several fine bottles 
including a magnificent 1971 Montrachet from the 
Domaine de Ia Romanee·Conti. After consultation 
with the sommelier we decided on a magnum of 1949 
Domaine de Chevaher to accompany the main course. 
If at home such a bottle would always be decanted, 
but we deferred to the knowledge of the sommelier 
who suggested that we not decant the wine. The wine 
was brought to the table in a n upright position and the 
cork removed. The first pour was cloudy and each 
succeeding glass contained sediment. With the bottle 
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nearly V2 full we stopped drinking the wine. At this 
point, the glasses were very cloudy and full of very 
large pieces of sediment. At a cost of about $250 for 
the bottle, it was an expensive mistake. Perhaps we 
were naive to have allowed the wine to be uncorked. 
Perhaps the sommelier didn't think we would know 
the difference. Whatever, it is an experience that 
should not happen. 

Very simply, all red wine of any age that has any 
chance of containing sediment should be decanted. 
Ideally you would 'chambrer'' (stand the bottle 
upright) the wine to allow all of the sediment to fall to 
the bottom of the bottle. Depending on the wine. this 
can take days or even weeks for old wines with very 
fine sediment. If the wine is not stood up. it should be 
carefully moved from its horizontal cellar position in a 
wine basket or cradle. This is also a very good way to 
assure that the wine can be properly decanted without 
sediment spoiling the taste. 

' 

The question of decanting white wines or young red 
wines is more controversial. Some say yes. Some say 
no. Frankly, I don't think it makes a great deal of 
difference. Some differences, yes, but not a lot. Often 
a young wine does seem to open up and release more 
aroma as it aerates. However~ this can be done by 
swirling the wine in the glass. Also, it's interesting to 
see how the wine develops from first being poured 
through the ensuing minutes, hours, and sometimes 
even days. Some wines do seem to improve but most 
wines show little improvement and many decline. 
Therefore, to decant any wine for a prolonged period 
of lime before consuming seems. at best. a chancy 
proposition. After all, an oxidized wine is no better and 
may be worse than a wine with sediment. 

John Tilson 
Editor 

Editor's Note: I am indebted to my good friend Lee 
Hallerberg as a source of inspiration. In fact. parts are 
pirated directJy from an article he prepared sometime 
ago in reaction to being ripped off in restaurants all 
over the world . 
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1976 SAUTERNES 

" ... for a fortunate few 1976 was a superlative year." 

As was mentioned in our previous review of 1975 
Sauternes (see Volume Ill, Page 39). the difficulties of 
Sauternes production continue to be a major problem. 
Costs are high. The noble rot, botrytis cinerea, is 
necessory to make Sauternes, but this doesn't happen 
every year. Moreover, when it does occur it doesn't 
develop evenly making it necessary to pick many 
times to get perfect grapes. Only the best known 
properties can afford this expensive task. Of economic 
necessity some vineyards are picked only once yield
ing gropes of varying degrees of ripeness. To 
compensate. it is believed that most proper<ies add 
sugar to increase the alcohol and residual sugar to give 
an impression of richness. These wines are not likely 
to be as well balanced or as long-lived as those which 
were made from a must high in natural sugars. In 
short, there are no short cuts to making great 
Sauternes. 

In an inflation ridden world Sauternes production 
costs have continued to escalate. Yields are small with 
only one bottle of wine made from each vine, much 
less than for Red Bordeaux. Meanwhile , demand has 
been lackluster reflecting the relative popularity of dry 
wine. Hence it has been difficult to raise prices. In the 
past few years, Sauternes prices, like nearly every
thing else. are higher, but contrary to some reports it 
seems difficult to call them over-priced. In fact, the 
ridiculous $4 retail price for 1971 first growth 
Sauternes which prevailed a few years ago would 
surely drive nearly every producer into bankruptcy in 
short order. 

Generafly, as a Sauternes vintage, 1976 is not ranked 
as high as 1975. Whereas weather conditions in 1975 
were nearly ideal. 1976 was more mixed. As in other 
areas the year was characterized by an extremely hot 
summer, one of the hottest ever. However, like other 
parts of Bordeaux, there were rains in early fall. 
Picking began on the 21st of September and many 
grapes were picked during or after the rains. Under 
these conditions it is possible that many properties 
made no wine. Indeed, 1976 Sauternes were and 
continue to be relatively scarce. Whether this reflects 
lack of demand, short supply, or a combination of 
both is difficult to say. However, there are some 
reports that increasing quant-ities of the best wines are 
going to Japan where a taste is rapidly developing for 
sweet wines. If this is the case, we may continue to see 
less Sauternes despite good botrytis conditions in 
1978, 1979, and 1980. Presently, for whatever 
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reason, there are relatively few 1976 Sauternes 
available. Yet of the small number of wines reviewed 
here a surprisingly large percentage are outstanding. 
And, even though the sample is small, most of the 
better known growths have been evaluated. Appar· 
ently, for a fortunate few 1976 was a superlative year. 
As a vintage we11 take the best 1976's over the 1975's. 
Time will tell. 

Outstanding 

***** 
d'Yquem. 1975 and 1976 are classic back-to-back 
vintages for d'Y quem. Maybe not quite up to 1928 
and 1929 which have stood the test of time and still 
can be near perfection today, but still clearly outstand
Ing. Maybe the 1975 is richer and more syrupy, but 
the 1976 is rich, yet leaner - a classic style. The color 
is medium yellow gold and the nose shows the tropical 
fruit and coconut quality that seem to be a d'Yquem 
trademark. Lovely in the mouth, very rich and 
concentrated, but irs elegant. Delicious fruit, perfect 
balance, very harmonious and likely to be sheer 
perfection in 10-15 years with a very long life beyond. 
This wine is expensive, but worth it. We'll repeat what 
we've already said about the 1976: "Some may prefer 
it to the 1975. But why make a choice? Hock the 
family jewels and buy both" (19)! $80 

****+ 
Fargues. This property, owned by the Comte de Lur
Saluces, is approximately 16 hectares and produces 
about 35 tonneaux in an average year. The 1976 is 
truly an outstanding wine and very ne.arly as good as 
d'Yquem, yet only 1/3 the price. The color is a medium 
gold and the nose is intense with a tropical fruit/
vanilla/coconut/honey quality. On the palate the 
wine has everything that is found in the nose with 
wood and acid to complement the fruit. It shows 
tremendous depth yet has an elegance that should 
become ever more evident as the wine ages. A few 
more years in bottle will prove beneficial while the 
wood gives way to the luscious complex fruit flavors. 
While Fargues is not an outstanding vineyard. this 



wine is clear evidence that outstanding wine can oo 
produced from some of the "lesser" properties if 
properly handled (181/2). $33 

A PP E1. LA Tl ON S AU'tE IH<IE: S CONTROl H 

• CHATEAU DE fARGUES 
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SAUTERNES 
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**** 
Rleussec. This is destined to be a classic. In 1976 the 
must at Rieussec was the richest since 1929. The color 
is pale amber with a ripe peaches/ apricot/honey 
nose. There are lovely, fruity/peachy/apricot flavors. 
Very rich, the wine has the consistency of light syrup 
with impeccable balance and richness. This is lovely 
and should be nectar in 10-15 years (18}. $20 
(estimated) 

Very Good 

Sudulraut. This wine has a medium gold color with a 
lovely, if slightly subdued, nose showing honey/ · 
apricot and peaches with an underlying woodsy quality. 
It is very fruity with a full, ripe, honeyed flavor. Quite a 
fat wine with a long finish and firm acidity. In another 
5-10 years this could be outstanding (171/2) . $20 .._ 

Cllmens. Climens consistently produces very good· 
outstanding wine. This 1976 is very, very good, but is 
one of the few that seem not quite as good as the 
1975. It has a light yellow gold color with a slight green 
tinge and some particulates. The pineapple/ steely 
nose is masked initially with just a hint of SO. that 
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blows off with a few minutes air. The wine is fruity with 
delicious ripe fruit flavors and the consistency of a light 
syrup. Maybe Jacking a bit in complexity, but marvel· 
ously balanced. This wine should improve for decades 
(161/2) . $19 

Best Buy 

Coutet. This has a light gold color with a nose 
showing an initial hint of S02. but cleaning up 
with a few minutes air to show a complexity of 
citrus mixed with tropical fruit layered with floral 
overtones. On the palate there is lots of fruit with 
a good balance of wood. tannin, and acid. The 
wine finishes with a long palate impression 
showing excellent balance. This wine has the 
potential to develop into a great wine given 
another 5-10 years- very nice and a great buy 
(16'/2) . $12.50 

Nalrac. This wine has a yellow gold color and a 
subdued, citric, fruity, honeyed, steely nose. It is light 
in style with good fruit, showing a citric quality and 
some oakiness. Very flavorful with fi.rm acidity, this 
should be long lived (16} . $20 (estimated} 

Romer du Hayot. This classified estate formerly 
known as Chateau Romer produces approximately 
12,000 bottles of wine from the Fargues district. This 
vineyard is planted with 50% Semil!on, 40% Sau· 
vignon, and 10% Muscadelle. The 1976 is a rather 
tight •vine at this juncture having a medium gold color 
with some sulphur in the nose which with air blows off 
leaving apricot nuances. In the mouth there is nice 
fruit with a good balance. This wine is capable of 
improving for many years (15V2) . $ 10.00 New York 

Good 

Dolsy·Daene. This has a light yellow color with a 
closed nose and slight hints of wood and botrytis. In 
the mouth there is some fruit, but the wine lacks depth 
and should be ready for early consumption (14'/2) . 
$ 12 New York 

The d'Yquem is imported by Connoisseur Wine 
Imports in San Francisco and is available through 
other importers in most parts of the United States. 
Connoisseur also imports the Forgues and Coulet. 



CALIFORNIA CHARDONNAYS 

Outstanding 

**** 
1979long Vineyards "Napa Valley". This superb 
wine was made in a very limited quantity. It has a ~ght 
yellow gold color and nice, deep, fruity/ spicy nose 
with a similar flavor. It is rich and buttery but has good 
underlying acidity. A deeply flavored wine that needs 
a year or two to come together, this seems sure to be 
one of the best 1979's (18). $25 

N.'...;;. ~.!.. Li :Y 

CHARDONNAY 

GROWN, PAOOUCCO. AND BOTTLCO 9'1" LONG VIN£VAADS 
80X 50. ST. M(l(NA. CALiroRNIA ALC0H0L13 . .S% QV VOLVMS 

Very Good 

** + 
1979 Jordan Vineyards. Jordan's first Chardonnay 
is a lovely, elegantly styled wine . It has a pale yellow 
gold color and a nicely perfumed, fruity/orange 
blossom/vanilla/hint of spice nose . There is a lovely, 
deep flavor with a hint of spice of vanilla . The wine is 
spicy and round wit!;) good fruit a nd balance in a 
Burgundian style- very nice (161/z) . $12 

1980 Quail Ridge "Napa Valley". This is a lovely, 
elegant, refined Chardonnay. Much different from the 
over-oaked 1979. Less rich than the 1978, but hope· 
fully with more lasting potential since some bottles of 
the 1978, Lot II are already past their prime. The color 
is light yellow gold and the nose is lovely, if a bit 
subdued, with a spicy/ fruity quality. There is nice 
fruit, showing some oak and a hint of spice. A year or 
so of bottle age should bring the wine together (161/2). 
$16 
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1980 S. Anderson Vineyard "Napa Valley". This 
wine has a light yellow gold color and a fruity/ 
oaky/buttery nose. It is clean, fresh, crisp, with a 
fruity/apple-like/vanilla flavor and a nice balance and 
finish (151fz) . $12.50 

1980 Domaine laurier "Sonoma County". This 
Chardonnay has a light yellow gold color with a fruity/ 
spicy/slightly steely, citric nose. It is clean and fresh 
with a fruity/spicy/citric flavor and a nice citric finish 
(15Vz). $9 

1980 Jekel Vineyards. This estate bottled Chardon· 
nay has a light yellow gold color and a fruity/oaky/ 
vanilla nose. There are fruity/spicy/apple-like/oaky 
flavors. It is clean, with a tart finish - a nicely rendered 
wine (15'/z) . $10 

1980 La Marque "Santa Ynez". This wine has a 
light yellow gold color and a lovely, fruity/oaky/ 
peachy nose. There are nice, fruity/oaky flavors
quite nice (15 1/2) . $11 

1980 Martin Ray "Dutton Ranch". Back to the 
style of the 1977, this is a very good, intensely 
flavored Chardonnay. The color is light yellow gold 
and the nose exhibits a fruity/ spicy/slightly toasty 
quality- quite Burgundian. There is good fruit, rich
ness, and depth with just a little toastiness and a hint of 
caramel in the flavor. It 's quite nice, but not likely to 
be long-lived (151f2). $18 

* 
1980 Cameros Creek "Sonoma". With a light 
yellow gold color this wine has a nice, fruity/ 
spicy/ oaky nose. There is good fruit and a nice flavor 
with some oaky/spicy qualities showing through (15). 
$10 

1980 Dry Creek "Sonoma". This wine has a pale 
gold yellow color and a fruity/vanilla/herbal nose. 
There are soft, fruity/vanilla, floral flavors with a hint 
of spice . It is slightly citric and firm- quite nice (15). 
$10 

1980 Fisher Vineyards "Napa". With a pale yellow 
gold color, this wine has a nicely perfumed nose of 
fruit and vanilla. It has deep, fruity/spicy flavors with 
good balance in a very nice style. It is e legant, very 
nice, slightly citric, with a hot finish. This needs time 
(15). $14 



1979 Fritz Cellars "Sonoma County". This wine 
has a light yellow gold color and a nice. fruity/ 
vanilla/pineapple-tinged nose. There are fruity/ 
peachy/ oaky flavors. A nice, clean wine with some 
complexity, but slightly short on the finish; it is, 
nonetheless, attractive at the $8 price (15). 

1980 Girard "Napa Valley". This Chardonnay has 
a light yellow gold color and a lovely, deep, fruity/ 
vanilla nose. The flavor is very nice- soft and round 
with fruity/vanilla quality. Nicely balanced with a good 
finish, this would be really nice with a little more depth 
(15). $11 

1979 Robert Mandavi "Reserve". (Barrels and 
Bottles Volume 11, Page 122). With a yellow gold 
color, this wine has a fruity/oaky/spicy quality in the 
nose. There are similar oaky/spicy/ fruity flavors. A 
full, rich Chardonnay that finishes just a little hot, give 
it another year or two to come together (15). $20 

1980 Mario Perelll·Minetti "Napa Valley". This 
wine has a pale yellow gold color with some SO, 
which blows off with air. It has a fruity/citric/spicy 
nose with fruity/citric flavors. It has a slightly sharp 
finish but is still quite nice (IS) . $11 

1980 Smith·Madrone "Napa". This Chardonnay 
has a pale golden yellow color with a vanilla/ fruity 
nose. It has very nice flavor with a fruity/vanilla 
quality . It is round with good finish (15) . $15 

Good 

1980 Haywood "First Lot". This estate grown 
Chardonnay has a light yellow gold color and a 
fruity/oaky/slightly herbaceous nose. There are 
good, fruity/oaky flavors. It is very full and rich with a 
slightly hot finish (14'h). $12 

1980 St. Francis "Mendocino County". This wine 
has a pale yellow gold color and a citric, fruity/apricot, 
Riesling-like nose. There are fresh, fruity/peachy/ 
apple flavors which.i're very clean and quite delicious. 
A nice wine, but not very varietal (141/z). $9 

1980 St. Francis "Sonoma". This Chardonnay has 
a light yellow gold color with a floral-like nose with a 
hint of spice. There are fruity/spicy/ oaky flavors with 
nice balance (14V2). $12.50 

1979 Donna Marla Vineyards "Sonoma County". 
This Chardonnay has a light yellow gold color and a 
subdued, fruity/vanilla nose. There are clean, 
vanilla/oaky/fruity flavors with a rather short 
finish - pleasant, but lacking depth (14). $8.50 

· 70· 

1980 Round Hill "Napa". This wine has a light 
yellow gold color with a fruity/vanilla/citric nose. 
There is a fruity/citric flavor with a hint of spice. It is 
clean with nice fruit in a somewhat austere style ( 14). 
$11 

1980 Sonoma Vineyards "Chalk Hill Vineyard". 
This Chardonnay has a light yellow gold color with a 
peachy/vanilla nose and a peachy/vanilla flavor. It 
seems slightly sweet and is soft, but quite pleasant with 
an unusual, slight grapefruit quality (14). S8 

1980 Whitehall Lane "Alexander Valley". This 
wine has a light golden yellow color with a fruity/floral 
nose showing a hint of peanut butter. It is big, full, 
luscious, oily, and full of flavor with a slightly hot 
finish- unusual, but flavorful (14) . $10 

1980 Pine Ridge "Napa Valley, Stag's Leap 
District". With a pale yellow gold color this has a 
perfumed. fruity/vanilla nose. There are fruity/ 
floral/ oaky flavors. It is clean and nicely balanced, but 
lacking any real complexity - over-priced (13Vz). 
$14.50 

1979 Rosenblum Cellars "Sonoma". With a light 
yellow gold color, this wine's nose is fruity with some 
vanilla. There is some fruit and a vanilla flavor- rather 
simple (131fz) . $7 

1980 Santa Ynez Valley Winery uCallfornla". 
This Chardonnay has a pale yellow gold color and a 
subdued, fruity/oaky nose . There are fruity/oaky 
flavors which are pleasant, but lacking in complexity 
(131Jz). $9 

1980 Cordtz Brothers "Alexander Valley". This 
wine has a light yellow gold color with a slightly 
herbaceous, oaky/fruity nose. There are good . clean . 
fruity/ oaky flavors that are balanced to acid ( 13). 
$9.50 

1980 Diamond Oaks "Sonoma". This Chardon· 
nay has a pale golden color with a spicy/ slightly 
herbal/ oaky nose. It is flat with an oaky flavor and a 
short finish (13). $11 

1979 Heitz Cellar "Napa Valley". With a light 
yellow gold color, this wine has an earthy/pineapple 
nose that seems to have just a bit of botrytis. There are 
ripe fruit/ earthy/potato-like flavors with good 
balance. A strange wine that is one of this winery's 
poorer efforts (13). $12.75 

1980 Lazy Creek "Mendocino". With a light gold 
yellow color this wine has a subdued, strawberry/ 
peachy nose. There are peachy/orange-tinged 
flavors. It is simple, slightly sweet, and flabby. Not 
unpleasant, but devoid of varietal character (13). $9 



1979 Mitassou "Harvest Selection". The Monterey 
Chardonnay is lacking in varietal character. It has a 
light yellow gold color and a perfumed, floral nose. 
There are fruity/floral flavors with an underlying 
herbaceousness - not unlike Chenin Blanc (13). $8 

1980 Mlrassou "Monterey Co u nty". This wine has 
a light yellow gold color and a simple , fruity/ 
oaky/ slightly herbaceous quality in the nose and 
flavor. Drink it now while there's fruit (13) . $7.50 

1980 Pedrigal "Sonoma". This wine has a pale 
yellow gold color with a tinge of salmon. There is an 
oaky/ fruity nose with a slight mustiness. It is fruity and 
peachy with a slightly sweet finish- pleasant, but quite 
unusual (13) . $8.50 

197 9 Rowan Vineyards "Santa Barbara Co unty". 
The color is medium yellow gold with an oaky/ buttery 
nose. There are rich, full, oaky flavors. It is buttery, but 
rather flat and over·oaked (13) . $12.50 

1980 J . W. Morris "Monterey" . This wine has a 
pale yellow gold color and a pungent, oaky/ fruity 
nose . There are clean, fruity/ oaky flavors, but it is 
thin, tart. and over-oaked (12) . $10 

NV North Coast "North Coast". This wine has a 
light yellow gold color and a pleasant, simple , fruity/ 
oaky nose. There are simple, somewhat watery, 
fruity/ oaky flavors showing a slight mustiness (12) . 

Below Average 

1980 Clos du Val "Napa". This Chardonnay has a 
pale yellow gold color with an onion and garlic 
nose - not attractive. Beyond this the wine is simple, 
with thin flavors and a citric finish - a major dis· 
appointment (11) . $12.50 

1979 Frick "Monterey Co unty". This wine bears a 
notation reading. "Look at your glass as a crystal ball 
holding flavors not forseen". Well, at least it's right 
about the not forseen flavors. The wine is a light 
yellow gold color with fine particulates and a skunky. 
sulphurous nose. Maybe underneath the sulphur is the 
"apple , cinnamon, or tangerine" also promised on the 
label. Good luck! The wine is thin with fruity/ oaky/ 
bitter flavors (11) . $10 .50 

NV Ernest & J ulio Gallo "Limited Release". This 
is Gallo's second release of the "Limited Release" 
designation . It's not as good as the first batch. The 
color is light yellow gold . A perfumed, fruity/ 
cinnamon/ mint/slightly medicinal/musty nose is very 
unusual to say the least. The flavor is somewhat 
subdued with a perfumed, fruity/ oaky quality. Not 
very attractive and certainly not what many had hoped 
for from GaUds entry into the Chardonnay market 
(11) . $6 

1980 Tyland Vineyards "Mendocino" . With a light 
gold color this has a carmelized/ burnt, slightly minty 
nose. There are burnt/smoky/ carmelized/ vanilla 
tastes. This is going nowhere (11) . $7 

1980 Napa Creek Winery "Napa". With a medium 
yellow gold color this wine has a complex banana/ 
apple-like/ grassy nose that is not attractive. There are 
fruity/ oaky/ slightly carmelized flavors, but the finish is 
harsh and rather hot (10). $12.50 

1980 Devlin "Monterey County". This has a light 
yellow gold color with a cabbage/bell pepper/ euca · 
lyptus nose. Continuing the vegetable medley, the 
wine has the flavor of bell peppers and potatoes (9) . 
$9 

CALIFORNIA CABERNET SAUVIGNONS 

"Price doesn't necessarily correspond with quality." 

Presently the wine buyer is being offered a dazzling 
array of California Cabernet Sauuignons. The most 
expensive now sell at a price approximately equal to 
most first growth Bordeaux of a uery good year, i.e. 

1978 or 1979. Howeuer. price doesn't necessarily 
correspond with quality. Our buying strategy is simple: 
buy small quantities of some of the best. Buy the wines 
that offer the best ualue. And, auoid the rest. We 
continue to belieue prices will come down. 
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Outstanding 

**** 
1977 Heitz Cellar "Bella Oaks Vineyard". Well, it 
seems Belle and Barney Rhoades have done it again. 
First they planted Martha's Vineyard but they sold it. 
Then they planted Bella Oaks which they still own. 
S hould we call this ·son of Martha's Vineyard"? In 



hme It seems destined to achieve the same reputatio n 
Indeed, under the pricing strategy ol Joe He1tz. it 
ach1eved a parity in price with Martha's Vmeyard 
bewnning with the ve.y first vintage last year' The 
strategy might go something like this: "Everyone's 
hooked on Martha's Vineyard. It seemingly w~l sell at 
almost any price. Bella Oaks may be better. but how 
can 11 be priced more than a wine with a 10 yellr 
record ol quality and high price? It can't, but as the 
Martha's aflicionados find out it's as good as or better 
they'll be willing to pay the price. Meanwhile, they'll 
still buy Martha's Vineyard.' Maybe. This year Bella 
Oaks a nd Marth•s Vineyard are again priced at the 
same lofty $35 price and, again, Bella Oaks seems to 
be a better wine. In fact. this year it seems even better 
(both absolutely and relatively) !han last year. The 
color Is dark and the nose has a lovely perfume ol 
fruit. ussis. and , very importantly, mint- very lew wUI 
differentiate between Martha's Vineyard and this wtne 
bllsed on the nose. In fact. they are so simtlar we're 
incbned to ask whether this is a similanry of the 
property or shrewd wtnemaking? Hmmm?? In the 
mouth. the wine is full, rich, and luscious Deeply 
•mbedded flavors. lots ol frUit, hint ol mint and cedar, 
long on the palate, in short a classic California 
Cabernet. Well-balanced, with tannin to lose this wine 
should enjoy a long life and drink beautifully in 5-6 
years (18) . 
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Very Good 

*** 
1976 Caymus "Special Selection". Pay $35 per 
bonle (a curious similarity with the Heitz Cabernets) 
and you get a very good wine and the winemaster's 
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signature on !he label With only 200 cases made. it 
saved not only a bad case of wnter's cramp, but an 
agonizing decision lor too many people. Aged 4 years 
in oak, just now !he wine is very tannic. Only time will 
teD if the fruit can oudive the lllnnin. The color is very 
dark. The nose shows an intense, ripe fruit and 
chocolate quabty. From the nose one would expect a 
big. rich, chewy wine. Th1s is exactly right. It is full of 
fruit and shows an expected oakiness, but not over
powering. The texture is soft. yet the tannic finish 
a rgues for many, many years age to soften and 
mellow completely (17) . 

1977 Heitz Cellar "Martha's Vineyard". Well. 
1977 produced more wme than 1976. but the price is 
the same - a lofry $35 per bonle. It's a very nice wine. 
but simply not worth the price . The fault of the wtne is 
blllance. It has a dark color w1th an amber edge and a 
deeply perfumed nose of fru1t and mint. It shows 
fruity/ oaky flavors. but lacks the structure and depth 
of the finest wines from this property. Still quire tannic. 
it needs quite a few years to develop (161/2) . 

** 
Best Buy 

1978 Obester "Batto Ranch". This Sonoma 
Cabemet has a dark color w~h an amber edge 
and a deep. lruity/ berry/ oaky/ choeolate nose. 
It is very nice with frutty/ berry/ oaky/ chocolate 
flavors. There IS a lovely balance and a long 
finish showing a youthful bitterness (16) . $9.50 

1978 Martin Ray "Napa Valley, Steltzner Vine
yard". This wine has a dark color with an amber edge 
and a nice. fruity/ cherry/ oaky nose. The cherry-like 
flavors are full and nicely balanced - a very nice wine 
(16) . S18 

1978 Ritchie Creek "Napa Valley". (Barrels and 
Bonles Volume U, Page 122). This wine has a dark 
color with an amber edge and a deep, ripe, fruity/ 
oaky nose. There is loads ol fruit with chocolate 
overtones and a tannic finish . Very flavorful, this wine 
is rough and needs many years to develop . With time 
it could be outstanding (16). $12.50 



1979 Bellrose Vineyard "Sonoma County". 
Make in a Bordeaux style with several other Bordeaux 
grape varieties blended with Cabernet, this is a nice 
firs! effort. However, there is much room to improve. 
The color is dark with an amber edge and the nose has 
a lovely, fruity/cherry/cedar/slight green oUve 
quatity. l! has nice fruit and flavor with some oak and a 
slightly dry finish. With some tannin to lose, it should 
improve for a few years, but still is likely to remain 
rather simple and straightforward. Still at the price. ifs 
attractive ( 151/2). $8.50 

1977 Robert Monda vi "Reserve". This wine has a 
dark color with an amber edge and a fruity/ minty 
nose. There are lovely, fruity flavors with a hint of mint 
and cedar and some acid and tannin to lose. The wine 
is slightly dusty and dry with good length on the palate 
and should develop for 3-4 years (151ft). $35 

1978 Souverain "North Coast". With a dark color 
and an amber edge, the nose has an oaky/ripe fruit 
quality. There are ripe. cherry-like/oaky flavors with 
some tannin and acid to lose {15lfz). $7.25 

* 
1979 Caparoni "Santa Maria". From the 
Tepusquet Vineyard, this is a blockbuster. Only time 
will tell how it will develop. The color is very dark and 
the nose has an oaky/frui!y/herbal/chocolate quality. 
Big, rich, thick, chewy, and tannic with chocolate/ 
oaky/berry flavors overpowering a slight herbaceous· 
ness, the wine is flavorful, but very tannic {15) . $10 

1979 Kenwood "Jack London Vineyard". From 
Sonoma, this Cabernet has a dark color with a nice, 
fruity/ oaky nose. There is some oak and a nice, 
cherry-like flavor. It is rich with good balance and a 
slightly bitter finish {15). $12.50 

1978 Marlstone. Another of Clos du Bois' proprietary 
labels, this is made from 54% Cabernet Sauvignon and .... 
46% Merlot. It has a dark color with an amber edge. 
The nose exhibits a perfumed, ripe, fruity quality with 
plummy/cedary nuances. With ripe, fruity, berry, 
chocolate flavors, the wine is slightly stemmy. More 
depth would make the wine more attractive (15) . $15 

1978 Napa Cellars "Napa Valley". Time will tell ~ 
the fruit in this wine can outlive the tannin. It has a dark 
color and a subdued, fruity/ oaky nose. There are loads 
of ripe fruit flavor and quite a bit of oak in addition to 
the substantial tannin- very flavorful in a big style (15) . 
$12 
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Good 

1979 Cassayre-Forni Cellars "Napa Valley". This 
wine has a medium dark color with a fresh, fruity 
nose. There are clean, fresh, oaky/ berry-like flavors 
and a slight cherry pit aftertaste. It is youthfully appeal· 
ing, but a little thin and slightly sharp on the finish 
{141/2). $11 

1977 Freemark Abbey "Napa Valley". This wine 
has a dark color with an amber ed.ge and a subdued, 
pruny/oaky/spicy nose. Lacking a bit in fruit and 
quite dry, this wine has a pruny/oaky complexity and 
is likely to be early maturing {141/2). $10 

1979 Gundlach-Bundschu "Batto Ranch". This 
Sonoma Cabemet has a medium dark color and a 
subdued, fruity nose with a hint of oak. It is soft, and 
round with fruity/oaky flavors. Tannic on the finish, it 
may be a little low in acid (141/2}. $11.50 

1977 Heitz Cellars "Napa Valley". This is not one 
of Joe's greatest Cabernets. The color is medium dark 
with an amber edge and the nose has a ripe fruit 
character with a slight mustiness. There is good flavor 
and depth, but the wine is drying out and slightly short 
(141/2). $11 

1978 Smith·Madrone ~Napa Valley". This wine 
has a dark color and a spicy/oaky/slightly herbal 
nose. It has similar flavors- pleasant, but rather short 
and quite tannic. The wine is available primarily from 
the winery (14112). $14 

1978 Jekel Vineyard "Monterey County". This 
estate bottled wine has a dark color with an amber 
edge and an oaky/fruity/slightly bell pepper/ 
herbaceous nose showing a hint of chocolate. It has 
oaky/fruity/slightly herbaceous flavors and a tannic 
finish. Time will tell. If the fruit can hold, this could be 
quite nice in 2·3 years {14) . $9.50 

1979 Konoctl Cellars "Lake County". At $6 this is 
a very good buy. The color is medium dark with an 
amber edge. The nose has a pleasant, oaky/vanilla/ 
cherry quality. There are similar flavors in a medium
bodied style with a moderately tannic, slightly bitter 
finish (14). 

1978 Marietta Cellars "Sonoma". This wine has a 
dark color with an amber edge and a fruity/ oaky nose 
backed by fruity/vanilla-tinged flavors. Some tannin 
to lose, but quite straightforward, this is likely to be 
early maturing {14). $7.50 



1976 Souverain "Vintage Selection". With a 
medium dark color and an amber edge, this wine has 
a fruity/briary/ stem my nose. It is flat and flabby with a 
fruity/oaky/ slightly stemmy flavor and a short finish 
(13J/2) $11.25 

1978 Clos du Bois "Briarcrest". This Alexander 
Valley wine has a medium dark color with an amber 
edge and a herbaceous, ripe fruit nose. With similar 
flavors it is pleasant, but rather simple and lacking in 
complexity (13). $13 

1977 Napa Creek Winery "Napa Valley". This is a 
pleasant. if fairly simple wine. The color is dark and 
the nose has an oaky/ fruity quality. With similar flavor 
and some tannin, this Cabernet is likely to be early 
maturing (13). $8 

1977 Martin Ray "Howell Mountain". This Napa 
Valley Cabernet has a very dark, cloudy color 
almost opaque. There is an earthy, musty. orange 
peel nose with fruity. sharp, earthy flavors and high 
acidity (13). $20 

1979 Ridge "Santa Cruz Mountains". This was 
not the favorite batch of wine in 1979. Hence, ifs 
being sold at $8. The color is dark with a ripe fruit nose 
showing considerable oak and a curious, meta llic 
quality. In the mouth it is pruny and oaky. again with a 
slight metallic flavor. Quite tannic, but out of balance, 
this is not a wine to lay away too long ( 13). 

We Was Bagged/ 

1979 H. Coturrl "Glen Ellen". This wine was 
reviewed in Volume Ill, Page 9 where we scored 
the wine at 17. Subsequently, we have tasted 
nothing resembling what we first tasted. Our 
suspicions were first aroused when we visited the 
winery and were offered a barrel sample of the 
wine . This was after we had tasted and reviewed 
the same wine . Since the winery apparently only 
bottles the wine as it is sold there is no way to 
know what you're buying. The later bottles have 
a dark color and an over-ripe, port-like nose. 
The flavors have an over-ripe. fruity/chocolate 
quality and the wine is hot on the finish. There is 
definite sweetness in a late harvest, port-like 
style (121f2). $22.50 

Below Average 

NV Martin Ray Cabernet/Merlot "Cuvee 778". 
Made with 40% Merlot. this has a dark. cloudy color 
and a weird. wet hay/ ripe fruit nose. Slightly toasty, 
grapefruit flavors with a tart acidity and a sharp finish 
make this a real curiosity (11). $12 

SELECTED TASTING NOTES 

California Pinot Noirs 

About 2'!2 years ago when the "First Vintage First 
Crush' of The Underground Wlneletter appeared, we 
had a picture of the 1946 BV Pinot Noir on the couer. 
Inside the two lead articles were one comparing old 
Pinal Noir and old Burgundy and another reuiewing 
1975· 77 PI not Noirs. The latter article was entitled 
"The Ugly Duckling Transformation Begins". Some 
people called us crazy to put the primary emphasis in 
our first issue on Pi not Nair. After all, if we were to be 
a commerical enterprise why not Cabemet or Chardon
nay? Well, first there's the question of commercial
we're not. Second, Cabernet and Chardonnay are 
easy. There are lots of really good ones. Pinot Nair is 
definitely not easy. There are lots of really mediocre 
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wines - in fact the great majority. This has led a lot 
people, Including many "wine writers", to dismiss 
Pinot Noir. Wrong, again. We haue produced a few 
great Pinot Noirs in Canfomia. In time there will be 
more. Also, the Pacific Northwest shows promise. 
Patience. Patience. Patience. 

This is our first review of Pinot Noir since the premier 
issue. As we've tasted particularly good ones we've 
reuiewed them in Barrels and Bottles or Distincnue 
New Wines. Frankly. our enthusiasm to taste a wide 
range of products from wineries making Pinot Noir 
either because they are trying to fill out a product line 
for marketing purposes or because they haue Pinal 



Noir grapes and don't know what else to do with them 
except make a product in which they have little 
interest, hos about as much appeal to us as to the 
above mentioned wineries. You might call 11 mutual 
apotlly. In fact, it would be nice if many Pinot Notrs 
would just disappear from the market. not to return 
That way both interests would be satisf•ed. Actually. 
itS not so ridiculous os it sounds_ Manv wineries are 
gluing up Either pulling out vines and replanting or 
grafting over to otller uanebes Good Particulorly in 
<he warm regions of Napo and a good porllon of 
Sonoma and Monrerey, there just Isn't any reason to 
try to grow Plnot Notr It doesn't hke it there and it 
won't make good wine 

But we persevered. Here's a revtew of a broad cross· 
section of Pi not Noir currently on the market. Most are 
not flying off the shelves. The best wines are bemg 
produced in small quanbltes Agam. patience. There 
will be more. Those few who are dedicated to making 
great Pinot Nair are among the most fanatical and 
talented people in the wine world. Don't sell them 
short. 

Outstanding 

**** 
1978 Chalone Vineyard "California". As 
reviewed in Distinctive New Wines in Volume Il l, Page 
53, this Pinot Noir simply overwhelms everyth>ng else 
currently available. The color >S very dark and the nose 
has a lovely, ripe fruit/spicy quality. II is full and nch 
with loads of fruit and a spicy complex1ty . Opulent. 
lush. long on the palate. great balance, this wine has 
everything. Seemtngly destined for long hie. this is a 
California classic. Only 500 cases were produced and 
the wine IS bemg sold primarily from the winery (18) . 
$18 

Very Good 

** 
' 1979 Calera "Reed". (Barrels and Bottles Volume 

II, Page 30) . This is a big wine with a very dark color. 
and an oaky, fruity/ vanilla nose . Wuh loads of fruit it 
is full, clean. with a berry quality, tannic, and shows 
good depth. About 90 cases were produced (16) . $18 

1979 Calera "Selleck". (Barrels and Bottles 
Volume II, Page 30) . With a dark color and an amber 
edge there is a deep. fruity/berry spicy/vanill.l nose. 
The wine has good fruit with a spicy/vanilla nuance 
and good tannin/acid balance . About 110 cases were 
produced ( 16). $18. 
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1979 Cameros Creek "Napa Valley, Carneros 
District". Cameros Creek usually produces one of 
the very finest Napa Pinot Nolrs. This Is a very good 
example . The wine has a dark color with an amber 
edge and a deep, fruity/ cherry/ oaky nose . There ls 
good fruit and a cherry-like flavor with some tannin to 
lose. This should develop well for several years (16) . 
Sl5. 

1979 Acacia "St. Clair. Napa Vally". (Barrels and 
Bottles Volume U. Page 120). The color is dark with 
an amber edge and a fruity/ spicy/ oaky nose. There is 
good fruit and body, and fruity/ spicy flavors. With 
some tannin to lose it needs a few years ( 15t/2). $15 

1979 Calera" Jensen" . (Barrels and Bottles Volume 
II, Page 30). This Pinot Noir had a dark color with an 
amber edge and a lovely, deep, fruity/spicy nose 
There is good fruit, good depth, some spiciness. ond a 
slightly bitter finish. A few years bottle age should 
soften the youthful tannin. About 120 coses were 
produced (151/2). $18 

1979 Iron Horse "Sonoma". This wine has a 
medium dark color with an amber edge. The nose is 
lovely - fruity/cherry/vanillo/floral. The wine Is clean 
and fresh with a cherry-like/smoky flavor. It has nice 
fruit and good tannin/acid balance. Quite Burgundian 
in style, in fact quite like a good Volnay, this should be 
very nice in 2·3 years (151/z). $11.25 

* 
1979 Chalone Vineyard "Young VInes". With a 
medium dark color and an amber edge, the nose 
exhibits a lovely. fruity/ spicy/ cherry quality. There is 
good body, a fruity/ spicy flavor, and a slightly bitter 
finish (15). $12.50 

1979 La Crema Vinera "Winery Lake". !Barrels 
and Bottles Volume II, Page 121). With a medium 
dark color, this has a fruity/berry/toasty/ vanilla nose. 
There are fruity/vanilla/spicy flavors showing good 
depth and a nice finish (15). $12.50 

1978 Joseph Swan "Sonoma". Not as big as some 
previous Joseph Swan bottlings, this ls attractive In a 
more elegant style. The color is medium with an amber 
edge . The nose has a fruity/minty/oaky quality. There 
is nice fruit with a spicy/minty flavor. Very nice, but just 
a little short on the finish (15). $20 



Good 

1978 Alexander Valley Vineyards "Sonoma". 
This estate bottled Pinot Noir has a dark color with an 
amber rim. It has a berry/floral, vanilla and spice nose 
with a berry-like flavor. Just a little bitter with a slight 
petiUance, but attractive for early consumption ( 141/2) . 
$8 

1979 Chalone Vineyard "California". This wine 
has a medium dark color with an amber edge and a 
nice, fruity, pickling spice nose. There are fruity, spicy, 
pickling spice flavors with a medium body and a slightly 
short finish. This bears little comparison to the super· 
lative 1978 [141h). $12 

1978 Congress Springs "St. Charles Vineyard". 
With a medium color and an amber edge, the nose is 
fruity and slightly volatile. There is a hint of herba
ceousness behind the nice, ripe fruit flavors (14'/2). 
$12.50 

1979 Kalin Cellars "Cuvee D". This Sonoma Pinot 
Noir has a medium color with orange/amber tones. It 
has a nice, fruity/spicy/slightly herbal nose and a 
pleasant, fruity/spicy flavor with just a trace of 
stemminess (14'/2) . $17.60 

NV North Coast Cellars "North Coast". This has 
a medium color and an orange amber rim with a cherry 
nose and a hint of mint and vanilla . The wine is 
pleasant - fruity, Beaujolais-like, simple, clea11, and 
easy to drink (141/2). $6 

NV Spring Mountain "Les Trois Cuvee". This 
Napa Pinot Noir has a medium dark color with an 
amber edge and a cherry/vanilla nose. There are ripe, 
berry/vanilla flavors with a slightly stemmy finish. It is 
Beaujolais-like with nice balance and ifs very pleasant 
(14V2l. $7 

1978 ZD "Napa/Santa Barbara". This wine has a 
dark color with an amber edge and a subdued, fruity/ 
spicy/oaky nose. It is i~ll with good, fruity/spicy/oaky 
flavors. Maybe lacking acid for long term aging, but 
quite pleasant to drink now (14V2). $9.50 

1979 Zaca Mesa "Santa Ynez Valley". This estate 
bottled wine has a Burgundy quality and is a good buy 
at $8.50. The color is medium with an amber edge • 
and just a little cloudy. It has a nice, fruity/spicy/ 
slightly tarry nose. With good, fruity/spicy flavors, the 
wine has a slight bitterness in the finish. Youthfully 
appealing, this should be early maturing (14'/2). $8.50 
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1979 Acacia "lund Vineyard". [Barrels and Bottles 
Volume II, Page 120). With a dark color and an amber 
edge, this Napa wine has a fruity/oaky nose. There 
are nice fruity/oaky flavors, but it is a little flat and 
slightly tannic. Wait a year to see how the tannin 
softens (14). $15 

1979 Acacia "Lee". [Barrels and Bottles Volume II, 
Page 120). This wine has a medium dark color with an 
amber edge. There is an oaky/burnt sugar nose and 
an oaky/fruity flavor. The wine is tannic with a slightly 
hot finish . It tasted better some months ago prior to 
being released for sale and may be at an awkward 
stage of its development (14). $15 

1980 Calera "Santa Barbara". This wine has a lot 
of substance. The color is medium dark and the flavor 
shows lots of fruit with good depth . It's the nose thafs 
so strange- strawberry/waxy/spicy/slightly herbal. 
Time will teD how the wine develops both in the 
bouquet and flavor. Just now quite tannic, it needs a 
few years to develop (14). $9 

1977 Hanzell "Sonoma County". Although Han
zeU makes consistently superb Chardonnay, the Pinot 
Noir is another story. This is fairly typical. It has a dark 
color with an amber edge and a fruity/cherry/oaky/ 
slightly creosote nose. It is fruity, deep, slightly hot. 
and tannic (14). $)4 

1979 Kalin Cellars "Santa Barbara". This wine 
has a medium dark color and an amber edge. The 
damp, hay-like nose is unusual. The simple, ripe 
fruit/spice flavors are not (14) . $14 

1979 Kistler Vineyards "Winery Lake". With a 
medium dark color and an amber edge the nose is 
spicy, frui ty, and quite Burgundian. There is nice fruit 
in a medium-bodied style . The finish is not as attrac
tive with a stemmy, bitter quality showing through the 
moderate tannin (14). $16 

1979 La Crema Vinera "Ventana Vineyards". 
(Barrels and Bottles Volume U, Page 121) . This wine 
has a light color with an orange/ amber edge and a 
fruity/toasty/smoky nose. It is light and pleasant with 
a fruity/smoky flavor. Not much depth, but quite 
pleasant for immediate consumption [14) . $12.50 

1977 Mayacamas "California". Leave it to Maya
camas to get extract out of Pinot Noir! This wine has a 
very dark color and a subdued, fruity/earthy/oaky 
nose. It is a big wine with fruity/oaky flavors. It is 
backward and very tannic and needs a lot of time. Will 
the fruit outlive the tannin? If so, it will be very good 
indeed (14). $7 



1977 Robert Mondavi "Reserve". Robert Monda vi 
is one of the wineries spending a lot of time, money, 
and attention trying to make better Pinot Noir. This is 
OK, but hardly great. The color is light with orange/ 
amber tones. The wine has a minty/fruity nose and is 
light and clean with fruity/ somewhat raisiny and 
stemmy flavors. A little dry on the finish, this is not 
likely to improve (14) . $12 

1978 J. W. Morris "Sonoma". With a dark color 
and an amber edge, the nose is woody and slightly 
earthy . It is big, full, intense, tannic, and fruity. Few 
would pick this as Pinot Noir- more like Petite Sirah 
with a slightly dry finish (14). $8 

1978 Napa Wine Cellars "Napa". This wine has a 
dark color and a ripe fruit nose showing a slight 
volatility. It is deep, full, and rich with a grapy/oaky 
flavor and some briariness. The finish is bitter and 
tannic. Again, more like Petite Sirah than Pinot Noir 
(14). $8 

NV Santa Cruz Mountain Vineyard. Made with 
20% Duriff, the color of this wine is medium dark with 
an amber edge. There is a berry-like/ oaky nose with a 
hint of earthiness. Quite flavorful with a tart, berry· like 
quality, the finish shows quite a bit of tannin (14) . 
$8.50 

1979 St. Francis "Sonoma Valley". This estate 
bottled wine has a dark color with an amber edge and 
a fruity/spicy/herbaceousness nose. There are good, 
fruity/oaky flavors. It is tannic and needs time to 
develop (14). $12 

1978 BV "Beau Velour". This Napa Valley wine has 
a medium dark color and an amber edge and a slightly 
musty nose. There is good , berry-like fruit with nice 
flavor and a trace of tannin (131/2). $4.50 

1978 Caymus "Napa Valley". This estate bottled 
wine has a medium dark color with an orange amber 
edge. The nose is attractive showing fruit and vanilla. 
In the mouth the wine is a little thin and slightly 
stemmy with a dry, tapnic finish (131/2). $8 

1978 firestone"Santa Ynez". This wine has a dark 
color with an orange amber edge and a ripe fruity nose 
showing some oak and earthiness. The ripe berry 
flavors are marred by a slight stemminess and a slightly 
bitter finish (131/2). $8 

1979 Fritz Cellars. With a medium color and an 
amber edge, this wine has a pleasant and fruity nose. 
The flavors are rather simple and fruity with a slightly 
stemmy finish (13'/2). $5.50 
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1978 Martin Ray "Mariage Dutton & Ventana". 
This wine has a medium color with an amber edge and 
a ripe berry nose with noticeable volatility. The flavors 
are tart and grapy - very unusual (13'/2). $14 

1979 Domaine Laurier "Sonoma County". 
Pleasant, but not very distinguished, this Pinot Noir 
has a medium light color and an oaky/berry·like nose. 
It has a similar flavor with a decided stemminess and a 
rather flat palate impression (13). $8.50 

1979 Fetzer"Special Reserve". From Mendocino, 
this wine has a medium color with an orange/ amber 
edge. There is a pleasant, berry nose and similar 
flavors. The texture is soft and round, but the finish is 
stem my and bitter (13) . $8.50 

1978 Louis M. Martini "California". With a 
medium color and orange/amber edge, this wine has 
a fruity/slightly musty nose. Soft, round, fruity flavors 
are marred by a slight stemminess (13). $4.55 

1978 Joseph Phelps Vineyards "Heinemann 
Mountain». This wine has a medium dark color with 
an orange amber edge. There is a candied , rasp· 
berry/vanilla nose with a clean, fresh, berry flavor. 
Very attractive to this point, but marred by a bitter, 
stem my finish {13). $8.60 

1979 Villa Mt. Eden "Tres Ninos Vineyards, 
Napa Valley". With a medium dark color and an 
orange/ amber edge, the nose has a pleasant, berry
like quality. There is nice fruit, but the wine is tannic 
and slemmy with a bitter finish (13). $12 

1978 BV "Beaumont". This wine has a medium 
dark color with an orange/ amber edge and a fruity, 
slightly briary nose. There is a grapy, stemmy flavor 
which is slightly floral and contrived (121/z). $7 

1978 Heitz Cellars "Napa". This wine has a 
medium color with an orange/ amber edge. There is a 
cherry/vanilla nose and fruity/stemmy flavors that are 
shallow and finish quite bitter (12'/z). $5.50 

1978 Joseph Phelps Vineyards "Napa". With a 
light reddish orange color, this wine has a fruity/rose 
petal nose . It is light, fruity, pleasant, and thin (121/z) . 
$6.50 

1977 BV "Los Carneros". With a medium dark 
color and an orange amber edge, this wine already 
shows oxidation in the nose. There is a plummy, tart, 
spicy flavor with a slight raisin quality. It tastes better 
than it smells. Drink it up (12) . $9 



1978 Clos du Bois "Alexander Valley". This wine 
has a dar!< color with an orange/ amber edge. There is 
a minty/ tropical fruit nose with pungent. berry/ 
banana-like flavors. It is dJy with a stemmy/ tannlc 
finrsh. A strange wine, even for a Pinot Noir (12) $7 

1977 Firestone "Santa Ynez?'. With a medtum 
color and an orange amber edge. this wine is a little 
cloudy. The nose has a spicy quality with a slight hint 
of herbaceousness. Ripe fruit flavors have a hint of 
herbaceousness and the fruit is slightly bitter (12). $9 

1979 Smlth·Madrone "Napa Valley". This wine 
has a medium dark color and an amber edge The 
nose has a subdued. fruity/ spicy quality with some 
volatility. The pickling spice flavors finish very stemmy 
and bitter - a 1.1.ine for immediate consumption (12) 

Below Average 

1978 Clos du Bois "Cherry Hill". Judging from 
the nome this Sonoma County Pinot Noir should taste 
like cherries . Wrong. The color is medium wtth an 
amber edge . The nose has an unusual combination ol 
sage and eucalyptus. The wine tastes like kiwi and 

vanilla- very strange. Just to add another dimension, 
it is stemmy with a bttter finish (11) . $13 

1977 Sterling Vineyards "Napa". This estate 
bottled wine has a medtum dar!< color with an orange 
amber rim. The nose is like shellac and shoe polish 
take your ptck. Beyond the nose rt is thin, tart, and 
woody. and with a short finish. Sterling is one of the 
wineries who reportedly will stop production of Pinot 
Noir. This is a good example ol why (11). $7 

1978 Burgess Cellars "Napa Valley". With a 
medium dar!< color and an orange amber edge, this 
wine smells bad with a skunky/ rubbery quality. It also 
tastes bad, rubbery and stemmy - a forgettable effort 
that may be the worst Burgess Cellars has ever 
produced (10). $9 

1979 H. Cottun "Glen Ellen Vineyards, 
Sonoma". This wine has a medium color with an 
orange amber edge. Fine . But how about a musty/ 
roasted/ mushroom/ compost pile nose? Very complex, 
but nothing very attractive. There are ripe fruit. 
spicy/ vanilla flavors with some sweet/sour sensation 
on the palate. Strange stuff and only $19 per bottle (10)! 

MORE 1978 RED BURGUNDIES 

" .. 1978 continues to warrant attention." 

We thought our lost 1978 Red Burgundy orlicle (see 
Volume Ill, Page 34) would be our swan song Nor so 
bod after lasting over 300 different wines. However. 
the wines continue to trickle in. As they do. we will 
publish our evaluations. As a vintage, 1978 continues 
to warrant attention. 

Outstanding 

**** 
Echeuaux (Oujac). This Burgundy has a dar!< color 
with an amber edge and an intensely perfumed, 
smoky/ spicy/ fruity nose - really incredible perfume 
A stunning wine with ripe , intensely !rutty/ spicy/ 
smoky flavors, there is some tannin to lose. bu1 it ts 
already a lmost irresistible to drink. Probably will 
mature relatively soon and should be at a peak In 3 ·4 
years. Only a very small quantity was made {one 
report says only one barrel- appro><imately 25 cases). 
Difficult to find ( 18) . $49 
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Romanee-S aint·VIvant (R. Amoux). This is a 
classic Burgundy. Clearly the wine is outstanding, yet 
it is somewhat of an enigma. It is ready to drink! The 
color is medium dark with orange/ amber tones. The 
nose is intensely perfumed - plums and oriental spice. 
In the mouth it is complex and flavorful with an abun
dance of fruit and spice and a soft. round texture. 
How long it will keep Is a question that is not easily 
answered. So here it is - an outstanding Burgundy 
from the very fine 1978 vtntage that's surely at its peak 
now. All you need is $82 (18)! 

Vosne-Romane.. ~Les Suchots" (R. Arnoux). f\;o 
mistake. this is one of the best of the 1978 Burgun· 
dies. The wine has an uncanny "'semblance to the 
wines of the Domaine de Ia Roman~e-Conti. The 
color is dark with just a trace of amber at the edge. The 
nose is overwhelming - a deep perfume of fruit and 
oriental spice with an incredible comple><iry of a slight 
smokiness and a hint ol rose petals. A classically rich 
Burgundy with deep, full flavors. the oriental spice 

-



quality and superb structure bring specifically to mind 
the great 1978 DRC Richebourg. This is a wine to lay 
away for at least 5-6 years. It should become a cellar 
treasure (18) . $36 Chicago 

1978 1978 
~) 
~ 

VOSNE-ROMANEE 
., LES SUCHOTS" 

Very Good 

***+ 
Vosne-Romanee ~Les Malconsorts~ (L Jayer). 
This wine is made by Henri Jayer's brother. The 
Lucien Jayer wines are completely different from the 
Henri Jayer wines which were first reviewed in 
Volume 11, Number 3. lnteresMgly, some New York 
merchants apparently told their customers the wines 
were the same. Not so. This is the best of the two 
Lucien Jayer wines reviewed in this article, but the 
wine lacks just a bit of the intensity of the superb 1978 
Henri Jayer Burgundies. Even so, with time this could 
prove to be outstanding. The color is dark with an 
amber edge. The nose has an intensely perfumed. 
fruity/spicy quality and the flavors have a similar 
plummy/spicy character. Quite tannic and very full. 
this is a wine to lay away for 5 -6 years (171fz) . $32 
New York 

Vougeot ~1er Cru" (Pemot-Fourrler). With a dark 
color this has a deeply perfumed, fruity/spicy/slightly 
smoky nose. There is good extract with good length 
on the palate. It is delicious with some tannin and acid 
to lose. Lacking just a little in intensity to be rated 
outstanding. but very fine in a medium-bodied style. 
This wine should mature relatively early (171/2) . 
$17.50 

*** 
Clos de Vougeot (R. Arnoux). Very nearly out
standing, this is really a lovely Burgundy and one of 
the very few Clos de Vougeofs worthy of the name. 
The color is medium dark with an amber edge. The 
nose is very perfumed with a spicy/fruity quality. It 
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has good depth in an elegant style. Spicy/fruity flavors 
are backed by some youthful tannin . In 3-4 years this 
will make a really fine bottle (17). $47 Chicago 

Gevrey-Chambertln "Combe Aux Moines" 
(Pemot-Fourrler). This wine has a dark color with a 
deep perfumed, fruity/plummy/smoky/spicy nose 
and good fruit, flavor, and extract. There is a good, 
spicy/fruity depth of flavor. It is very nice, but a little 
lean. Give the wine 3-4 years to soften (17). $21 

Clos de Vougeot (Moillard) . This has a dark color 
and a deep, fruity, ripe. plummy/spicy nose . There is 
lots of fruit, with some spice. It Is full and quite 
delicious, with tannin and acid to lose (161/2). $38 

Echezeaux (L. Jayer). This Burgundy has a medium 
dark color with amber edges. The nose is lovely with 
fruit and ''Pice and a hint of earth. With good fruit, the 
wine is well-balanced and finishes well. Lacking a bit in 
intensity, it should mature relatively early (16'/2) . $35 
New York 

Gevrey-Chambertln (Burguet Yvon). This wine 
has a dark color and a deep. perfumed nose of plums 
and spice. It is very appealing with good fruit and 
extract. There is tannin and acid to lose and the wine 
needs 5-6 years to soften and develop more complex
ity (161/2) . $22 

** 
Bonnes Mares (Dujac). This wine has a dark color 
and a lovely, fruity/ green olive/ smoky/ spicy nose. 
The flavors are similar and the wine is very attractive 
with some tannin and acid to lose. Still it lacks the 
appeal and depth of the finest wines from this 
producer (16). $60 

Chassagne-Montrachet (B. Bachelet). With a 
medium dark color, this Burgundy has a lovely, 
plummy/spicy nose. There is good fruit backed by a 
plummy/spicy/earthy/woodsy flavor. With tann.in 
and acid to lose, this wine needs at least 3-4 years to 
soften, but will make a lovely bottle (16) . $18 

Gevrey-Chambertln "Clos St. Jacques" (Pernot· 
Fourrler). This wine has a dark color and a subdued, 
fruity/spicy nose. It is backward, but shows a fruity/ 
spicy flavor with good extract. A little sharp on the 
finish, the wine has ample tannin and structure to 
warrant 6-7 years aging (16). $25 



Nuits-Saint-Georges "les Polsets" (R. Arnoux). 
With a medium dark color showing some orange and 
a mber at the rim , the color is paradoxical. Otherwise 
the wine is backward. The nose is subdued showing a 
frui ty/spicy quality. In the mouth there is good fruit 
and depth, but there is a harshness and a rather 
aggressive tannin level. Only time wi!J tell how this will 
develop (16) . $40 

V olnay "ler Cru" (Bitouzet-Prieur). This wine has 
a medium dark color with some amber at the edge. 
The nose is deeply perfumed with a raspberry/ 
vanilla/ spicy quality. In the mouth there is a ripe, 
berry-like flavor and spicy/vanilla overtones. Maybe a 
little over-chapitalized, but lovely and delicious with 
good acidity and some tannin to lose (16) . $21 

Vosne-Romanee "Malconsorts" (Moillard) . This 
Burgundy has a dark color with an a mber edge. There 
is a fruity/ spicy nose and similar flavors. Nicely 
balanced with some tannin and acid to lose. it is an 
attractive wine that Jacks a bit in complexity and 
finishes slightly short (16) . $31 

Chambolle-Musigny (Pemot-Fourrier) . With a 
dark color. this wine has a backward nose showing a 
raspberry/spice quality. The flavors are deep with a 
raspberry jam quality. A little flat and one-dimension· 
al, but very flavorful (151/2) . $18 

Corton "Clos des Vergennes" (Moillard) . This 
wine has a dark color and a perfumed, plummy/ 
spicy/vanilla nose. There are good. fruity/ spicy 
flavors with tannin and acid to lose. It is a very nice, 
medium-bodied wine that needs 4-5 years aging 
( 15V~l . $28 

Pernand-Vergelesses (J. Germain) . This Burgun
dy has a medium color and a lovely. cherry-like nose 
with a hint of smokiness. There are good. dean, 
fruity/ cherry-like/vanilla flavors. Not a big wine and 
perhaps a little sharp, but with honest Pinot Noir 
character that makes it attractive for early consump
tion (15'/•). $17 

* 
Beaune "Cent-VIgnes" (Besancenot-Mathouil· 
let) . Look this producer up in your Funk and 
Wagnalls. Tough to pronounce. but the wine Is easy to 
drink. The color Is dark with a n amber edge a nd the 
nose is lovely with a fruity/ spicy/ slightly toasty 
quality. There is good fruit in a medium bodied style 
with fruity/ spicy flavor. Not very complex a nd 
probably not likely to improve much from here. This is 
a wine for early consumption (15). $21 
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Musigny {J . Prieur) . Musigny? Are you kidding'> 
This tastes like many California Pi not No irs - too 
much wood obscuring the fruit. The color is dark with 
an amber edge and the nose has a fruity/ oaky/ 
cinnamon quality. In the mouth it is straightforward 
with oaky/ spicy/ fruity flavors and some tannin. The 
wine needs time, but for $60 this can easily be left on 
the sheH (15) . 

Volnay "Clos Des Chenes (R. Monnier) . This is 
quite a nice Burgundy with a medium dark color and a 
deeply perfumed, fruity/ cherry nose with hints of 
vanilla , spice, and coconut. It has a fruity/ vanilla 
flavor, but lacks in middle depth a nd finishes slightly 
sharp. Still look for the wine to develop well for several 
years (15). $22 

Good 

Beaune-Greves (Besancenot-Mathouillet). This 
wine has a dark color and an amber edge. The nose 
has a frui ty/ oaky/ earthy quatity. There is some fruit 
but the \Vine is backward with tannin and acid to Jose. 
It needs time . but it's not very Burgundian (14) . 
$17.95 

Beaune-Greves (Moillard) . This Burgundy has a 
dark color and a fruity/ spicy/slightly toasty nose. 
There is good fruit and depth with a spicy complexity, 
but the wine is slightly stem my and bitter with a tannic 
finish. It needs many years more age. but seems to 
lack balance (14) . $21 

Chassagne-Montrachet "Morgeot" (leguin
Roussot). With a medium dark color showing some 
amber at the edge, this wine has a subdued , fruity/ 
spicy nose and a hint of earth . It is lean and bala nced a 
bit to acid with fruity/ spicy flavor and a slightly short 
finish (14). $16 

Fixin "Clos de la Perriere" (Joliet) . With a 
medium dark color, this wine initially has a Jot of 
sulphur in the nose which blows off with a few minutes 
air leaving a nice, berry/spicy nose. There is a nice, 
cherry-like flavor - simple and rather thin, but pleasing 
to drink early (14). $19 

Santenay "La Comme" (leguln-Roussot). This 
wine has a medium color and an orange/ amber edge. 
It has a slight mustiness in the nose with some fruit and 
spice. Similar fruity/ spicy flavors are displayed in a 
medium-bodied style, but the wine is a little thin in 
body with a slight stemminess (13). $15 

The Dujac Echezeaux is imported by Frederick 
Wildman in New York . The R. Amoux wines are 
imported by Robert Chadderdon Selections in New 
York. 



MORE 1978 RHQNES 

Outstanding 

**** 
COte Rotle "Cotes Brune et Blonde" (E. Gulgal). 
This is clearly an outstanding wine that should 
improve lor many years. It has a very dark color and a 
deep, intense, blackberry/ea.rthy/spicy nose. The 
flavors are deep and lull with a fantastic blackberry/ 
spicy/fruity quality. Despite the ample tannin there is 
enough fruit and richness to provide a roundness on 
the palate that is very attractive even at this early stage 
of the wine's development (18). $18 

APPELlATION C6TE ROTIE CONTR(H. eE 

COtes Brune et Blonde 

Very Good 

*** 
Chateauneuf-du-Pape ''Reserve" (Chateau 
Rayas). This may be the most massively structured of 
all the 1978 Southern RhOnes. In time it could be 
outstanding, but it will need at least 8-10 years. The 
color is very dark an<l, the nose has an attractive, deep, 
cherry/earthy/spicy quality . The wine has heaps of 
fruit and flavors of cherries and earth with a hint of 
spice. It is harmonious and in balance with a long, 
tannic finish (17). $22 New York 

Hermitage (E. Guigal). More austere than Guigal's 
Cote R6tie, the color of this wine Is very dark with a 
deep, woodsy/plummy/spicy/earthy nose. There is a 
deep flavor of fruit, spice, and earth and ample tannin. 
The wine finishes a bit dry . but there seems to be 
enough underlying fruit to warrant cellaring 6-7 years 
(17). $18 
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Chateauneuf-du-Pape (J . Deydier). This is a big, 
powerful wine . The color is very dark. The nose has a 
ripe fruit quatity with hints of earth and spice . In the 
mouth there is loads of ripe fruit flavors overlayed by 
oak/spicy/earthy nuances. Presently very tannic, this 
is a bottle to lay away for many years (161/2) . $13.50 

Chateauneuf-du-Pape (Rene Loyau). This wine 
has a very dark color and a deep, earthy/spicy/ripe 
fruit/slightly pruny nose. There are ripe , full, 
fruity/pruny/earthy/spicy/chocolate flavors with an 
excellent balance and good depth of flavor. With 
tannin and acid to lose, this needs 4-5 years. yet it is 
already softening (16112). $10 

Chateanueuf-du-Pape (Chateau de Beaucastel). 
This wine has a very dark color and a deeply 
perfumed, earthy/cedary/raspberry nose. In the 
mouth, the wine is forward with fruity/earthy/cedary 
flavors rendered in a lean style. A little dry on the 
finish a nd lacking just a bit in depth, but ifs very nice 
(15'12). $17 New York 

Gigondas (Domaine St. Gayan). This wine has a 
dark color and a lovely, perfumed, fruity/earthy nose. 
There are good, fruity/spicy/earthy flavors backed by 
a dry, somewhat tannic finish ( 15'12). $8 

Good 

Gigondas (Domaine du Pesquier). This is a big, 
full wine . Not terribly complex, but perhaps this wUI 
come with a few more years bottle age. The color is 
dark and the nose has a strong, earthy/spicy/fruity 
character. There are similar flavors backed by a hint of 
vanilla and a tannic finish (141/2). $10 

Cotes du Rhbne "Domaine Pelaquie" (Laudin). 
With a medium dark color and an amber edge, this 
wine has a fruity/earthy/ sUghtly toasty nose. There 
are ripe, fruity/earthy flavors in a medium-bodied 
style. The finish is dry and tannic (13'/2). $3.99 

The Guigal Cote Rotie is imported by Grape 
Expectations in Emeryville, California, and Robert 
Chadderdon Selections in New York. 



BARRELS AND BOTTLES 

1979 Bordeaux 

In Bordeaux in November of lost year we hod on 
opportunrty to !Oste most of the maJOr growths of the 
M~doc and the top ranked wines of Somt-Emrlron and 
Pomerol. Generally, we were quite impressed. 1979 
certainly is o very good vintage. As good as 1978? 
Maybe. The wines generally hove good fruit and 
extract. Probably not a long-lived vintage, although 
the best wines should liue well into the 1990's and 
beyond. The majority of the wines ore just now 
arriving in the U.S. Most should be here by early 
spring. Later in the year. we11 review the wines in our 
regular blrnd tasbngs and make our evaluations For 
now. these nores should be helpful m deczding which 
wines to purchase And. make no mistake about it. 
many of these wines should be bought. First, because 
some ore truly outstanding - Morgoux. for znstonce . 
Second, prices ore generally quite favorable with some 
classified growths selling or under $10 per bottl~! Most 
will be no more than $15 or so per bottle wrth the first 
growths probably available at $25·35 per bottle. 
Compared with inflated prices for California Cobernets 
this is definitely a vintage to consider. 

Graves 

Carbonnie ux. With a medium dark color there Is a 
restrained, fruity nose with a hint of wood Md spice. 
There is nice f~vor in a medium·bodied style . Show· 
ing some wood it's a bir rough on the finish 

f leuzal. This has a dark color with a restrained, 
fruity/ berry/ cherry nose. There is a hint of vanilla wirh 
good fruit and body. With nice balance in a medium· 
bodied style. it is harmonious and shouldn't be too 
expensive. 

Domalne d e Chevalier. This has a dark color with a 
lovely, ripe fruit/cherry-like nose . There is a hint of 
vanilla with nice fruit in a medium-bodied s1yle. There 
Is good structure in an elegant style, yet irs tannic and 
firm great potentia(. 

Haut-Ba llly. With a brilliant, dark color. this has a 
pretty, perfumed. fruiry/ cassis nose. There are lovely, 
fruity/ earthy Ravors with good depth. This 15 mouth· 
hlhng. tannic, and quite impressive. 

Ha ut-Brio n . With a dark color this has a very nice, 
perfumed. fruity/ cherry/ earthy/tobacco nose. Very 
complex. this has a lovely flavor with fruity/ earthy 
nuances and a hint of chocolate. With nice ba~nce 
and style, It Is tannic, firm. finessful, aristocratic, but 
perhaps a little dry. 
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La Missio n-H a ut-Brion . With a dark color this has a 
lovely, intense. perfumed, frurty/ cassis/ vanilla/ 
earthy nose. There is a lovely, deep, fruity flavor. It is 
delicious and long on the palate with cherry. cedar, 
and earth flavors. Supple, with a tannic finish, but it's 
not as tannic as the 1978. Excellent. A great success. 

La Tour-Haut-Brlo n . This has a dark color with a 
cedary/cherry/earthy nose. There is good fruit and 
depth with nice flavor. Tannic, this will be a keeper. 

Sm lth-Haut-Lafitte. This has a medium color with a 
spicy/ woodsy/ fruity nose. In a light bodied style, this 
is very pleasant with nice balance and good Ravor. 

Margaux 

Boyd-Cantenac. This has a medium dark color with 
a subdued. fruily nose There is nice fruit with soft, 
round, supple flavor. This should mature early and 
will be very nice. 

Brane-Cantenac. With a medium dark color there is 

an oaky/spicy/fruity nose . There is nice fruit and 
f~vor in a medium-bodied style. It is tannic a nd lean. 

Dauzac. This has a dark color with a rather unusual 
nose - raisiny and a hint of choco~te . With good fruit, 
good depth, nice balance, this Is tannic. A big wine for 
Margaux. 

d"lssan. This has excellent dark color with a some· 
what subdued nose - cassis and oak. With air there is 
an incredible, cherry-hke fruit . There is good flavor. 
depth. and extract. A substantial wine that is mouth
filling - very successful. Delicious . 

du Tertre. This has a dark color with a backward 
nose. Underneath there is deep fruit- plums and 
vanilla. There is deep fruit and great f~vor. Very long 
on the palate with excellent balance, this is potemially 
a very great wine. Maybe the "sleeper'" o£ the vintage. 

Durfort-Vivie ns. This has a medium dark color with 
lovely, perfumed. cherries and vantlla nose. There is 
nice Ravor and slyle with medium body. It is tannic in 
the finish with a slight stemminess. 

Giscours. With a very dark color, there is a very ripe 
fruit nose- almost port-like. It has a fun, intense flavor. 
This is a huge wine with lots of fruit. It is quite tannic 
yet showing a suppleness. Maybe a little low in acid , 
this is a wine sure to be favored by California Cabernet 
fanciers. 



Lascombes. This has a dark color with a nice, ripe 
fruit nose. There are lovely, deep, fruity flbvors. It is 
rich, ripe, full, delicious, soft, yet with a good back
bone . There is a tannic finish, yet irs very nice. 

Malescot-Salnt-Exupery. This has a dark color with 
a very fruity/cherry nose. There is some oak, but with 
good fruit and fine style. There is good backbone with 
a very nice flavor. With a tannic finish this will need 
lots of time . 

Best of the Vintage? 

Margaux. With a very dark color. this has a 
deeply perfumed nose - cherries/ cassis/ violets/ 
vanilla . There are lovely . deep flavors. A big, 
mouthfilling wine which is fu ll, rich, supple, yet 
youthfully tannic. Made in a great style, there is 
great promise. Like the 1978 this is sure to be a 
winner. Probably the best wine of the vintage 
and maybe even better than the 1978. 

Marquis d'Alesme-Becker. This has a medium dark 
color and a lovely, perfumed, fruity/vanilla nose. This 
Is very nicely balanced with good fruit. A very nice 
style, elegant, this is a fine example of a medium
bodied Margaux. 

Marquis-de-Terme. This has a medium dark color 
with a subdued, fruity nose. There is nice fruit, good 
style, medium body , but irs a little astringent. 

Palmer. This has a very dark color with a ripe fruit 
nose. There is a hint of mint in the deep, ripe flavor. 
This is intense with great fruit. This is full with great 
balance. Delicious. A winner. 

Pouget. This has a dark color with a lovely, plummy 
nose. There is a nice balance of fruit/ oak/tannin/ 
acid . With very nice flavor, it is mouthfilling - very 
nice . 

Prieure-Lichine. This has a medium dark color wnh 
a very nice, fruity nose. There is good fruit and it is 
soft. Quite flavorful,. with nice balance, this will be 
early maturing. 

Rauzan-Gassles. With a medium dark color this has 
a nice fruit nose- hint of vanilla. There is good fruit in 
a very nice medium-bodied style with a tannic finish. 

Pauillac 

Batailley. This has a dark color with a ripe fruit nose. 
With a fruity flavor, it is tannic and one-dimensional. 
It is backward with restrained flavor. 
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Baronne Philippe. This has a medium dark color 
with a nice, fruity nose. There is nice fruit and flavor. 
Light in style, lacking a bit in depth, but with good 
balance. There is a slightly short finish . 

Clerc-MUon. This has a medium dark color with a 
nice . fruity nose. There is nice fruity flavor with a hint 
of cedar - quite pleasant, but not very intense and 
quite tannic. 

Duhart-Mllon. With a dark color there is a lovely 
nose- subdued but showing good fruit. In a medium· 
bodied style, there is nice balance, good fruit, and a 
tannic finish. Very stylistic. 

Grand-Puy-Lacoste. This has a dark color with a 
lovely, perfumed nose - fruit/violets/cherries. There 
is good fruit and irs very nicely structured with fine 
flavor and a tannic finish. 

Haut-Bages·Uberal. With a dark color and a 
perfumed, nose- fruit, cedar, and vanilla, there Is 
good fruit and depth. It is backward, quite oaky just 
now, with a tannic finish. 

Laflte. This has a dark color with a nose somewhat 
restrained and closed. There is cassis-like fruit with a 
hint of vanilla/ coconut sho1uing through. There is 
good depth and body. It is mouthfilling. supple. back
ward, with a tannic finish. This is one of the more 
flavorful Lafites of recent vintages. and should be a 
real winner. 

Latour. This has a dark color with a typical restrained 
nose. With air, a nice, perfumed, cassis/cedar quality 
shows through. There is good fruit with deep flavors. It 
is mouthfilling, rich, tannic on the finish, and on the 
lean side. It is backward, yet with great promise. 

Les Forts de Latour. This has a dark color with a 
deeply, perfumed, cassis nose. There is lots of fruit 
with deep flavors. It Is firm, tannic, a little coarse, but 
with fine potential. 

Lynch-Bages. This has a dark color and deeply 
perfumed nose- frun, cherries, and violets. With air a 
hint of mint. There is good fruit with a hint of spiciness. 
There is fine balance with nice flavor. It is harmonious, 
deep, in a great style. 

Mouton. This has a medium dark·dark color with a 
slightly amber rim. The nose is somewhat dosed-in 
with cedar and fruit showing through. There Is good 
fruit flavor. With a tannic finish, it is not expansive on 
the palate as might be expected . It Is tight, rather 
restrained, and locked-up. 



Plchon·Baron. This has a dark color with a nice 
nose- somewhat restrained but with beautiful fruit. 
There is good, fruity flavor. It is firm and tannic, but 
showing a roundness that should make it very attrac· 
live with time. 

Pichon Lalande. This has a dark color with a deeply 
perfumed. cherries, cassis, vanilla, cedar nose. It is 
superb with great style. It's round. very flavorful, with 
fruit and cedar, and a long finish. It Is youthfully 
tannic, but very well balanced- a great success. 

Pontet·Canet. This has a dark color and a nose that 
is somewhat restrained. There is good fruit. but i~s 
rather austere just now. It is tight, firm, harsh, with a 
tannic finish. 

Pomerol 

Petrus . This has a dark color and a rich. full, ripe fruit 
nose showing a hint of chocolate. It is deep, lovely, 
with deep, fu ll flavor. Delicious, with good extract. it is 
long on the palate. It is very nice with the tannin 
showing through just now. There was above average 
production at 4,500 cases. 

Saint-Emil ion 

Ausone. This has a dark color with a d osed· in nose. 
There is some fruit showing through. With air, it is 
almost Burgundian with cherries and vanilla. It is 
deep, round , supple, backward, but very nicely bal
anced . There is lovely flavor. and lots of fruit wrth a 
slight apricot nuance. There is some tannin but not 
overly so. A great success. 

Chevai·Blanc. This has a medium dark color with a 
lovely, deep, fruity, perfumed nose. There are ripe 
fruit/vanilla flavors. With medium body, it is soft and 
very pleasant. Already easy to drink, it's a little simple; very 
good, but disappointing for Cheval. 

Saint-Estephe 

Cos d'Estournel. This has a dark color, the darkest 
color of the Saint·Estephes. There is a nice fruity nose 
with a hint of cherries and vanilla. There is good fruit 
with a little spiciness. With good balance a nd depth, 
this is very fine; maybe the best Saint-Estephe. 

Cos·Labory. This has a dark color wrth a berry-like 
nose showing a hint of vanilla. There is good fruit, 
medium body, and it's lean with a tannic finish. 

·84-

Calon·Segur. With a dark color a nd a deeply per· 
fumed, cherry nose, this is firm wine with medium 
body. There are cherry·llke flavors. Quite tannic, this 
is a wine to lay away. 

Lafon·Rochet. There is a dark color and a nicely per· 
fumed, fruity nose . In a lean style there is good fruit 
but it's backward and quite tannic. 

Montrose. This has a dark color a nd a wonderful, 
fruity/perfumed nose. There is nice fruit. On the lean 
side, with good fruit, but it's quite tannic a nd back· 
ward. Typical Montrose. 

Saint-Julien 

Beychevelle. This has a dark color with a lovely, 
perfumed, fruity/cherry/cedary nose. It is a bit 
subdued, but has lovely flavor, nice body, and good 
balance with a tannic finish. 

Branalre. This has a dark color and a lovely, 
perfumed, frui ty/cassis/violet nose. It has delicious 
flavors with lovely fruit , good depth. and medium 
body. There is a long, tannic finish. Very successful. 

Ducru·Beaucaillou. With a dark color this has a 
nice. fruity/cassis nose. It is showing some wood with 
lovely, deep fruit and some spice. It has very good 
flavor and is tannic. 

Gloria. With a medium dark color, the nose is 
attractive- strawberries/ cherries/ cedar. There is a 
hint of wood, with excellent fruit, and a cherry/cedar 
flavor. It is nicely balanced with good depth. Very 
nice. 

Langoa·Barton. This has a medium color and a 
subdued, cherry nose. There is medium body, nice 
flavor, good fruit, and balance. It is quite nice in a 
lighter style . 

LeovU!e-Las·Cases. This has a dark color and a 
lovely, perfumed, fruity/violets/ cassis nose . There 
are lovely, deep flavors - deUcious. It is full, tannic 
long on the palate. Excellent. Superb. It may be the 
best Saint-Julien. A great success. 

Leoville-Poyferre. With a medium dark color there 
is a nice, subdued, fruity nose with a hint of vanilla. 
There is good fruit a nd flavor, with a tannic finish. 
Quite nice. 


